The Spa at Fairlawns Extends its Oasis
Fairlawns Boutique Hotel and Spa, tucked away in the leafy residential outskirts of Sandton, already has numerous
awards under its belt for its breath-taking Balinese-style spa with exotic gardens. Now it is set to raise the benchmark
yet again – as the hotel has purchased an adjoining property and will be launching its new 920 m2 extension later this
year - yet another milestone on the R25-million reinvention journey of this stylish boutique hotel.
CHECK OUT THEIR INCREDIBLE ANIMATION VIDEO BELOW:

https://youtu.be/382sCiR35G0
Once completed, at an impressive 1.5 acres, it will be the largest and most exclusive spa and wellness space in all of
Johannesburg - where guests can truly retreat from the daily grind and just unwind, digitally disconnect - and
reconnect with nature to revitalise body and soul.
The new extension will include an undercover heated hydro pool, rim flow Jacuzzi, Sentō bath (Japanese style herbal
bath), relaxation lounges and salas, a private dining sala for 12 guests, and many other exciting additions such as a
couples treatment suite with Swiss shower and double bath and a maze with self-therapy scrubs and jets that guests
can enjoy at leisure – and at no additional charge.
Check out their spa brochure for more details on the treatments offered.
GENERAL
The Fairlawns Boutique Hotel & Spa is a unique and exclusive five-star sanctuary, conveniently situated in the Sandton
suburb of Morningside Manor just a stone’s throw from the business hubs and shopping centres. The 40 opulent
suites are each individually decorated to the highest world standards with its Villa Moji playing host to many local and
international celebrities. A sought after conference centre, fully equipped gym, Balinese spa and superb a la carte
restaurant complete the full range of guest services.

For more information contact claire@ethosmarketing.co.uk or call 01403 243619

